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RMJM Appointed as Interior Designer for New Terminal B at          
Sheremetyevo Airport 
 
RMJM has been appointed by TPS Nedvizhimost to design the interior of the             
new Terminal B in the Northern Terminal Complex of Sheremetyevo Airport in            
Russia. The airport, located just north of Moscow, is the busiest in the country,              
handling more passengers and cargo than any other. 
 
The Northern Terminal Complex is currently occupied by the 2007 Terminal           
and the now dismantled Terminal B, built in 1964. With an extension totalling             
114,000 m2, the new Terminal B will officially open in 2018. 
 
The concept for the public areas of this large-scale project, covering over            
55,850 m2, was designed by RMJM Serbia and developed in collaboration with            
RMJM Italy’s interior design team. The new interior for Terminal B will cover             
three levels within the airport and includes the public hall, baggage claim,            
departure hall, pier and shopping arcade. 
 
The two RMJM teams sought to convey the tradition, strength and           
progressiveness that characterize modern day Russia. Fittingly, RMJM drew         
inspiration from Russian Constructivism, a seminal art movement in the early           
20th century. The space, form and palette of Terminal B is based on renowned              
artists from this period such as Vladirim Tatlin, Nahum Gabosa, Alexander           
Vesnina, Alexander Rodchenko, El Lissitzky and Liubov Popova. Art is          
integrated with cutting edge technology throughout Terminal B to shape the           
space around the movement of passengers, while the principles of Russian           
Constructivism are also reflected in the geometry of the floors, walls and            
ceilings. 
 
Goran Nikolic, RMJM Serbia CEO and Lead Project Architect, said of the            
project: “An airport is a place of meeting, movements, exchanges of           
informations and an open door to the world. We wanted the new Terminal B to               
the door through which Russia can tell it’s story to the world. The concept was               
to awaken a sense of national pride as for Russian citizens passing through the              
terminal. Foreign visitors, meanwhile, will be made aware that the ideas           
created in Russia are as big as the Russian land.” 
 
“The concept for the interior of Sheremetyevo airport’s Terminal B represents           
the universality and timeless character of Art as well as its powerful            
communicative function. To reinforce this idea, we have integrated high tech           

https://www.rmjm.com/serbia/
https://www.rmjm.com/italia/


features in the Constructivist artworks”, added Jelena Kristovic Nikolic, RMJM          
Serbia’s Lead Architect.  
 
The new Terminal B in Sheremetyevo Airport will be completed in time for the              
2018 FIFA World Cup and will welcome the world to Russia for this historic              
event. 
 

 
 

           Notes to the Editors 

About RMJM 

Founded by Sir Robert Matthew and Stirrat Johnson-Marshall in 1956, RMJM           
Group is one of the largest, most geographically and culturally diverse           
architecture firms in the world. With studios across five continents, the RMJM            
family can share knowledge, expertise and design talent, enabling them to           
think quicker and act faster. Working stronger together, they are global enough            
to make a difference while still being local enough to be personal. Through their              
shared vision of success, RMJM has spent more than 60 years creating a             
legacy of world-class design. 
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